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today 

•  models for structured learning: HMMs and 
CRFs 

–  structured learning is particularly useful in 
biomedical applications: parsing (clinical) text; 
genetic data, etc. 

– we’ll cover this in more detail; but need the 
basics first  



unstructured learning 

assumptions:  

•  we’re given a set of i.i.d. instances {x1, x2, … xN} 
and their (univariate) labels {y1, y2, … yN} 

•  no order or sequence to the data 



unstructured learning: 
graphically 

x1 

…	  

x2 x3 

y1 y2 y3 

…	  



structured learning 

assumptions:  

•  there is some correlation between a label yi and the 
preceding labels, in other words, 

•  yi is structured, ie., yi+1 is affected by the previous 
labels yi, yi-1 … 



structured learning 

•  consider the task of part-of-speech (POS) tagging 
sentences 

-  nouns tend to follow verbs  

image from: http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/pages/MBSP 



structured learning: graphically 

x1 x2 x3 

y1 y2 y3 



probability & structured learning 

€ 

p(x1,x2,  ... ,xn ) = p(xi | x1,  ...,
i=1

n

∏  xi-1)

intractable! 



(first-order) HMM 

x1 x2 x3 

y1 y2 y3 

* usually assume states (ys) are latent; but not always (see 
weather example, upcoming) 



(first-order) MM 

€ 

p(x1,x2,  ... ,xn ) = p(x1)
i=2

n

∏ p(xi | xi-1)

tractable! 



markov model HMM latent state example
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markov model: unfolded 

from Bishop PRML 

HMM latent state example
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Moray Allan & Tingting Jiang Chris Bishop’s PRML Chapter 13: Sequential data



markov model 

•  aij – probability of transitioning from state i to j 

-         (we have to go somewhere!) 

-    
€ 

aij
j
∑ =1

€ 

aij ≥ 0



let’s talk about the weather 
•  the world has three states:  

     1 rainy, 2 cloudy, 3 sunny 

•  (in the weather case the markov model is not 
hidden) 

•  our transition matrix is: 

   

note that this system 
likes to stay where it is! 



the weather 
•  probability that of observing the weather  

     {sunny, sunny, rainy}?  

   
R	   C	   S	  

= 1.0 * P(S|S)*P(R|S) = .8*.1 



the weather 
•  it’s sunny today. what’s the probability that it 

remains so for k days? 
      

   

R	   C	   S	  

= (.8)k 



hidden markov models 
•  in weather example, we only care about 

transitions 
–  the (weather) states were the observations 

•  often we need to model data in which an 
observation is generated conditional on some 
latent, underlying state  
–  e.g., bias coin example; urn-genie example 

•  enter the HMM 

   



the urn example 

a genie (?!?) is in the room choosing urns to draw balls from 
– each earn contains different proportions of the various 
colored balls 

the	  ac
tual	  ur

n	  the	  

genie	  
draws	  

from	  is	  

unobs
erved	  

–	  we	  o
nly	  

know	  
the	  se

quenc
e	  of	  

draws!
	  



hidden markov models:  
sufficient parameters 

 N states (latent), M symbols (observed): symbols are 
observed conditioned on the current state 

 A - transition probabilities (from urn to urn) 
 B – symbol emission probabilities (color proportions in  
  each urn) 
	  π	  – initial state distribution (initial urn likelihood) 

 λ = (A, B, π) specifies our model 

   



hidden markov models:  
the three problems 

1 given a set of observations o = {o1,o2…oT} and a 
model λ, compute P(o|λ) 

2 given o, λ, calculate most likely latent states 
(usually thought of as labels) q = {q1, q2…qT} 

3 given o, calculate λ 

   



hidden markov models:  
problem 1 

1 given a set of observations o = {o1,o2…oT} and a 
model λ, compute P(o|λ) 

… cool. so we’re done? 

   € 

P(o | λ) = P(o |  q,
all Q
∑  λ)P(q | λ) =

not quite. this will require O(NT) calculations 



dynamic programming to the rescue! 

?me	  T	  	  



dynamic programming to the rescue! 

€ 



about that runtime 

?me	  T	  	  

N states to (N-1) other states 
T times 

can save a bit using the 
backward direction, too (see 
the paper); this will be 
referred to with a β and is 
analogous to α	  



hidden markov models:  
the three problems 



hidden markov models:  
problem 2 

2 given a set of observations o = {o1,o2…oT} 
and a model λ, find most likely latent states 
(urns, say) q* = {q1, q2 … qT} 

•  a unique solution need not exist! what are 
we even optimizing here? 
–  individual most likely states qi? 
–  joint probability q? 

   



hidden markov models:  
problem 2 

   

problem optimizing for the most likely state 
at any given time can lead to impossible  
sequences under λ 

so let’s consider the joint instead 

   



solving problem 2;  
the joint solution 

€ 

q*← argmax
q

P(q,0 | λ)

want to solve for q*: 

•  obviously enumerating all possible q sequences is infeasible 

•  dynamic programming to the rescue, again! 



the viterbi algorithm 

define: 

(most likely sequence up to time t-1). the inductive step: 

i.e., from the best path so far, we find the most likely 
transition/emission probability 

that’s it! we just need to 
keep track of 

the states we visit! 



hidden markov models:  
the three problems 



EM for λ 

   

define 

(the probability of being in state i at time t and state j at time 
t+1) 

forward to state i backward to state j 

emit  observation in state j  

from i to j 



EM for λ 

   

probability of being in state i is: 

(we have to transition somewhere) 



EM for λ 

   

all	  of	  these	  es?mates	  can	  be	  computed	  from	  the	  observed	  data!	  (by	  coun?ng!)	  



EM for λ  

at a given time t we have 

E-step calculate the likelihood of our observations o 
using the current estimates 

M-step re-estimate the parameters (left-hand sides of 
equations on previous slide) using current estimates 

   

€ 

λ = (A ,B ,π )



shortcomings of HMMs 

   

•  HMMs model the joint probability of the observations 
(x) and (y) 

-  ie., it’s a generative model 

•  but what we really care about is the conditional 
probability of a label sequence y given x  

•  enter conditional markov models 



conditional models 
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Figure 2. Graphical structures of simple HMMs (left), MEMMs (center), and the chain-structured case of CRFs (right) for sequences.
An open circle indicates that the variable is not generated by the model.

sequence. In addition, the features do not need to specify
completely a state or observation, so one might expect that
the model can be estimated from less training data. Another
attractive property is the convexity of the loss function; in-
deed, CRFs share all of the convexity properties of general
maximum entropy models.

For the remainder of the paper we assume that the depen-
dencies of Y, conditioned on X, form a chain. To sim-
plify some expressions, we add special start and stop states
Y0 = start and Yn+1 = stop. Thus, we will be using the
graphical structure shown in Figure 2. For a chain struc-
ture, the conditional probability of a label sequence can be
expressed concisely in matrix form, which will be useful
in describing the parameter estimation and inference al-
gorithms in Section 4. Suppose that pθ(Y |X) is a CRF
given by (1). For each position i in the observation se-
quence x, we define the |Y| × |Y| matrix random variable
Mi(x) = [Mi(y�, y |x)] by

Mi(y�, y |x) = exp (Λi(y�, y |x))
Λi(y�, y |x) =

�
k λk fk(ei,Y|ei = (y�, y),x) +

�
k µk gk(vi,Y|vi = y,x) ,

where ei is the edge with labels (Yi−1,Yi) and vi is the
vertex with labelYi. In contrast to generative models, con-
ditional models like CRFs do not need to enumerate over
all possible observation sequences x, and therefore these
matrices can be computed directly as needed from a given
training or test observation sequence x and the parameter
vector θ. Then the normalization (partition function)Zθ(x)
is the (start, stop) entry of the product of these matrices:

Zθ(x) = (M1(x) M2(x) · · ·Mn+1(x))start,stop .

Using this notation, the conditional probability of a label
sequence y is written as

pθ(y |x) =
�n+1

i=1 Mi(yi−1,yi |x)��n+1
i=1 Mi(x)

�

start,stop

,

where y0 = start and yn+1 = stop.

4. Parameter Estimation for CRFs
We now describe two iterative scaling algorithms to find
the parameter vector θ that maximizes the log-likelihood

of the training data. Both algorithms are based on the im-
proved iterative scaling (IIS) algorithm of Della Pietra et al.
(1997); the proof technique based on auxiliary functions
can be extended to show convergence of the algorithms for
CRFs.

Iterative scaling algorithms update the weights as λk ←
λk + δλk and µk ← µk + δµk for appropriately chosen
δλk and δµk. In particular, the IIS update δλk for an edge
feature fk is the solution of

�E[fk] def=
�

x,y

�p(x,y)
n+1�

i=1

fk(ei,y|ei ,x)

=
�

x,y

�p(x) p(y |x)
n+1�

i=1

fk(ei,y|ei ,x) e δλkT (x,y) .

where T (x,y) is the total feature count

T (x,y) def=
�

i,k

fk(ei,y|ei ,x) +
�

i,k

gk(vi,y|vi ,x) .

The equations for vertex feature updates δµk have similar
form.

However, efficiently computing the exponential sums on
the right-hand sides of these equations is problematic, be-
cause T (x,y) is a global property of (x,y), and dynamic
programming will sum over sequences with potentially
varying T . To deal with this, the first algorithm, Algorithm
S, uses a “slack feature.” The second, Algorithm T, keeps
track of partial T totals.

For Algorithm S, we define the slack feature by

s(x,y) def=

S −
�

i

�

k

fk(ei,y|ei ,x)−
�

i

�

k

gk(vi,y|vi ,x) ,

where S is a constant chosen so that s(x(i),y) ≥ 0 for all
y and all observation vectors x(i) in the training set, thus
making T (x,y) = S. Feature s is “global,” that is, it does
not correspond to any particular edge or vertex.

For each index i = 0, . . . , n+1 we now define the forward
vectors αi(x) with base case

α0(y |x) =
� 1 if y = start

0 otherwise

HMM MEMM CRF 

conditional models don’t waste time modeling 
the observed data 



MEMMs (2000, McCallum et al) 

   

•  MEMM: Maximum Entropy Markov Model 

•  output probability vector of transitioning from one 
state to all other states, given an input observation x 

-  conditional in that we estimate p(state) at time t given an 
observation and the preceding state  

grammatical features. We would like the observations to
be parameterized with these overlapping features.

The second problem with the traditional approach is that
it sets the HMM parameters to maximize the likelihood of
the observation sequence; however, in most text applica-
tions, including all those listed above, the task is to predict
the state sequence given the observation sequence. In other
words, the traditional approach inappropriately uses a gen-
erative joint model in order to solve a conditional problem
in which the observations are given.

This paper introduces maximum entropy Markov models
(MEMMs), which address both of these concerns. To al-
low for non-independent, difficult to enumerate observa-
tion features, we move away from the generative, joint
probability parameterization of HMMs to a conditional
model that represents the probability of reaching a state
given an observation and the previous state. These con-
ditional probabilities are specified by exponential models
based on arbitrary observation features. The exponen-
tial models follow from a maximum entropy argument, and
are trained by generalized iterative scaling (GIS) (Darroch
& Ratcliff, 1972), which is similar in form and compu-
tational cost to the expectation-maximization (EM) algo-
rithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977). The “three classic
problems” (Rabiner, 1989) of HMMs can all be straightfor-
wardly solved in this new model with new variants of the
forward-backward, Viterbi and Baum-Welch algorithms.

The remainder of the paper describes our alternative model
in detail, explains how to fit the parameters using GIS, (for
both known and unknown state sequences), and presents
the variant of the forward-backward procedure, out of
which solutions to the “classic problems” follow naturally.
We also give experimental results for the problem of ex-
tracting the question-answer pairs in lists of frequently
asked questions (FAQs), showing that our model increases
both precision and recall, the former by a factor of two.

2. Maximum-Entropy Markov Models
A hiddenMarkov model (HMM) is a finite state automaton
with stochastic state transitions and observations (Rabiner,
1989). The automaton models a probabilistic generative
process whereby a sequence of observations is produced
by starting in some state, emitting an observation selected
by that state, transitioning to a new state, emitting another
observation—and so on until a designated final state is
reached. More formally, the HMM is given by a finite set of
states , a set of possible observations , two conditional
probability distributions: a state transition probability from
to , for and an observation probability

States as well as observations could be represented by fea-
tures, but we will defer the discussion of that refinement to later.

s
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t
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t
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Figure 1. (a) The dependency graph for a traditional HMM; (b)
for our conditional maximum entropy Markov model.

distribution, for , and an initial state
distribution . A run of the HMM pairs an observation
sequence with a state sequence . In text-
based tasks, the set of possible observations is typically a
finite character set or vocabulary.

In a supervised task, such as information extraction, there is
a sequence of labels attached to each training ob-
servation sequence . Given a novel observation,
the objective is to recover the most likely label sequence.
Typically, this is done with models that associate one or
more states with each possible label. If there is a one-to-one
mapping between labels and states, the sequence of states
is known for any training instance; otherwise, the state se-
quence must be estimated. To label an unlabeled observa-
tion sequence, the Viterbi path is calculated, and the labels
associated with that path are returned.

2.1 The New Model

As an alternative to HMMs, we propose maximum entropy
Markov models (MEMMs), in which the HMM transition
and observation functions are replaced by a single function

that provides the probability of the current state
given the previous state and the current observation .

In this model, as in most applications of HMMs, the ob-
servations are given—reflecting the fact that we don’t actu-
ally care about their probability, only the probability of the
state sequence (and hence label sequence) they induce. In
contrast to HMMs, in which the current observation only
depends on the current state, the current observation in an
MEMM may also depend on the previous state. It can then
be helpful to think of the observations as being associated
with state transitions rather than with states. That is, the
model is in the form of probabilistic finite-state acceptor
(Paz, 1971), in which is the probability of the
transition from state to state on input .

In what follows, we will split into separately
trained transition functions . Each
of these functions is given by an exponential model, as de-
scribed later in Section 2.3.

Next we discuss how to solve the state estimation problem
in the new framework.

HMM MEMM 



MEMMs v. HMM 

•  HMM	  prob.	  of	  emiHng	  o	  and	  being	  in	  state	  s	  
at	  ?me	  t	  

•  MEMM	  	  

Wi nøt trei a høliday in Sweden this yër? See the løveli lakes . . .

HMMs vs. MEMMs (II)

HMMs MEMMs

αt(s) the probability of producing

o1, . . . , ot and being in s at time t.
αt(s) the probability of being in

s at time t given o1, . . . , ot.

αt+1(s) =

�

s�∈S

αt(s
�
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�
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αt(s
�
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�
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Nikos Karampatziakis Maximum Entropy Markov Models
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CRFs (2001, Lafferty et al) 

   

•  CRF: Conditional Random Field 

•  single model for the joint probability of the sequence 
of labels given the observations  

•  mitigates the label bias problem in which states with 
low-entropy (almost certain) transition probability 
vectors effectively ignore the observation 
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Figure 2. Graphical structures of simple HMMs (left), MEMMs (center), and the chain-structured case of CRFs (right) for sequences.
An open circle indicates that the variable is not generated by the model.

sequence. In addition, the features do not need to specify
completely a state or observation, so one might expect that
the model can be estimated from less training data. Another
attractive property is the convexity of the loss function; in-
deed, CRFs share all of the convexity properties of general
maximum entropy models.

For the remainder of the paper we assume that the depen-
dencies of Y, conditioned on X, form a chain. To sim-
plify some expressions, we add special start and stop states
Y0 = start and Yn+1 = stop. Thus, we will be using the
graphical structure shown in Figure 2. For a chain struc-
ture, the conditional probability of a label sequence can be
expressed concisely in matrix form, which will be useful
in describing the parameter estimation and inference al-
gorithms in Section 4. Suppose that pθ(Y |X) is a CRF
given by (1). For each position i in the observation se-
quence x, we define the |Y| × |Y| matrix random variable
Mi(x) = [Mi(y�, y |x)] by

Mi(y�, y |x) = exp (Λi(y�, y |x))
Λi(y�, y |x) =

�
k λk fk(ei,Y|ei = (y�, y),x) +

�
k µk gk(vi,Y|vi = y,x) ,

where ei is the edge with labels (Yi−1,Yi) and vi is the
vertex with labelYi. In contrast to generative models, con-
ditional models like CRFs do not need to enumerate over
all possible observation sequences x, and therefore these
matrices can be computed directly as needed from a given
training or test observation sequence x and the parameter
vector θ. Then the normalization (partition function)Zθ(x)
is the (start, stop) entry of the product of these matrices:

Zθ(x) = (M1(x) M2(x) · · ·Mn+1(x))start,stop .

Using this notation, the conditional probability of a label
sequence y is written as

pθ(y |x) =
�n+1

i=1 Mi(yi−1,yi |x)��n+1
i=1 Mi(x)

�

start,stop

,

where y0 = start and yn+1 = stop.

4. Parameter Estimation for CRFs
We now describe two iterative scaling algorithms to find
the parameter vector θ that maximizes the log-likelihood

of the training data. Both algorithms are based on the im-
proved iterative scaling (IIS) algorithm of Della Pietra et al.
(1997); the proof technique based on auxiliary functions
can be extended to show convergence of the algorithms for
CRFs.

Iterative scaling algorithms update the weights as λk ←
λk + δλk and µk ← µk + δµk for appropriately chosen
δλk and δµk. In particular, the IIS update δλk for an edge
feature fk is the solution of

�E[fk] def=
�

x,y

�p(x,y)
n+1�

i=1

fk(ei,y|ei ,x)

=
�

x,y

�p(x) p(y |x)
n+1�

i=1

fk(ei,y|ei ,x) e δλkT (x,y) .

where T (x,y) is the total feature count

T (x,y) def=
�

i,k

fk(ei,y|ei ,x) +
�

i,k

gk(vi,y|vi ,x) .

The equations for vertex feature updates δµk have similar
form.

However, efficiently computing the exponential sums on
the right-hand sides of these equations is problematic, be-
cause T (x,y) is a global property of (x,y), and dynamic
programming will sum over sequences with potentially
varying T . To deal with this, the first algorithm, Algorithm
S, uses a “slack feature.” The second, Algorithm T, keeps
track of partial T totals.

For Algorithm S, we define the slack feature by

s(x,y) def=

S −
�

i

�

k

fk(ei,y|ei ,x)−
�

i

�

k

gk(vi,y|vi ,x) ,

where S is a constant chosen so that s(x(i),y) ≥ 0 for all
y and all observation vectors x(i) in the training set, thus
making T (x,y) = S. Feature s is “global,” that is, it does
not correspond to any particular edge or vertex.

For each index i = 0, . . . , n+1 we now define the forward
vectors αi(x) with base case

α0(y |x) =
� 1 if y = start

0 otherwise

HMM MEMM CRF 


